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Abstract

We introduce DISTAL, a compiler for dense tensor algebra

that targets modern distributed and heterogeneous systems.

DISTAL lets users independently describe how tensors and

computation map onto target machines through separate for-

mat and scheduling languages. The combination of choices

for data and computation distribution creates a large design

space that includes many algorithms from both the past (e.g.,

Cannon’s algorithm) and the present (e.g., COSMA). DIS-

TAL compiles a tensor algebra domain specific language to

a distributed task-based runtime system and supports nodes

with multi-core CPUs and multiple GPUs. Code generated

by DISTAL is competitive with optimized codes for matrix

multiply on 256 nodes of the Lassen supercomputer and out-

performs existing systems by between 1.8x to 3.7x (with a

45.7x outlier) on higher order tensor operations.

CCSConcepts: · Software and its engineering→ Source

code generation; Domain specific languages; · Mathe-

matics of computing→Mathematical software perfor-

mance.

Keywords: Compilers, Distributed Systems, High Perfor-
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1 Introduction

Tensor algebra kernels are key components of many work-

loads that benefit from the compute, memory bandwidth

and memory capacity offered in a distributed system. How-

ever, the implementation of distributed tensor algorithms
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DISTAL

Expression

Data Distribution

Computation Distribution

Partition A into tiles

Replicate B onto all nodes

Place C onto only some nodes 

Owner Computes

Distribute i,j loops

Communicate in chunks

CPU

GPU

Supercomputer

A(i, j) = B(i, k) · C(k, j)
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Figure 1. Example of the user-specified input (tensor algebra

expressions, desired data and computation distribution) and

output (code targeting supercomputers) of DISTAL.

that are both correct and achieve high performance is a chal-

lenging task for most programmers. The situation is even

more daunting when taking into account the heterogeneity

within a single compute node; in many high performance

systems today, managing the non-uniform memory access

costs between the multiple GPUs and CPU sockets within a

node is another distributed systems challenge to solve.

We present DISTAL, a compilation-based system that pro-

vides novel abstractions to create implementations of any

dense tensor algebra expression for modern heterogeneous

machines. Figure 1 depicts how DISTAL lets users describe

how the data and computation of a tensor algebra expression

map onto a target machine. Figure 2 shows C++ code that

implements a multi-GPU distributed matrix-multiply using

DISTAL. Lines 4ś16 map tensors onto the machine as part of

the tensors’ format, and lines 24ś41 map computation onto

the machine through a loop transformation-based scheduling

language. By separating the specifications of data distribu-

tion and computation distribution, DISTAL allows for their

independent optimization, or for adapting either the data or

computation distributions to complement the other.

Defining the distribution of both data and computation

creates a design space of algorithms for each tensor compu-

tation. In particular, many algorithms from the literature are

expressible as data distributions and schedules in DISTAL,

including all of the algorithms in Figure 9 (Section 4). The ab-

stractions of DISTAL let these algorithms be expressed with

the expected asymptotic behavior and excellent practical per-

formance. In fact, our evaluation (Section 7) demonstrates

that implementations of these algorithms using DISTAL are

competitive with hand-tuned implementations.

Implementations of tensor algebra operations on modern

hardware can be hundreds to thousands of lines of low-level

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional License.
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code that manage data movement between nodes and ac-

celerators. For example, a conservative estimate of the core

distributed matrix-multiplication logic in the implementa-

tion of the COSMA [25] algorithm by the original authors

is around 500 lines of code, excluding lower-level communi-

cation code, local GEMM operations, whitespace, and com-

ments. In contrast, the full data placement and distribution

related scheduling for a GEMM using DISTAL is 15 lines of

code (in Figure 2), while delivering competitive performance.

Alternatively to hand-coded implementations, state-of-

the-art distributed tensor algebra libraries such as the Cy-

clops Tensor Framework (CTF) [34] achieve generality by

decomposing tensor algebra expressions into a series of dis-

tributed matrix multiplication and transposition operations,

relying on the efficiency of a hand-written set of core imple-

mentations. These approaches cannot implement the best al-

gorithm for every tensor expression, as writing a hand-tuned

implementation for every situation is impractical. With DIS-

TAL, users can generate bespoke implementations of their

tensor expressions that implement either algorithms from

the literature or new algorithms tuned to a target machine.

Additionally, tensor algebra kernels that run on a dis-

tributed machine do not exist in a vacuum. These kernels

operate on and generate data in the context of a larger appli-

cation that imposes constraints on how the program’s data is

partitioned and distributed among different memories in the

target machine. Libraries such as ScaLAPACK [11] offer a set

of kernels that assume a specific set of input distributions

and require the user to reorganize their data into one of these

distributions, which can result in additional data movement.

In contrast, DISTAL lets users specialize computation to the

way that data is already laid out, or easily transform data

between distributed layouts to match the computation.

We implement DISTAL by extending the dense function-

ality in the TACO [22] compiler to target the Legion [5]

distributed runtime system, as shown in Figure 3. We ex-

tend the format and scheduling languages of TACO with

primitives for distribution. Next, we add analysis passes and

intermediate representation constructs to TACO to generate

Legion programs that interface with a mapper that places

data and computation onto memories and processors.

The specific contributions of this work are:

1. A data distribution language and set of scheduling com-

mands that can express a wide variety of distributed

tensor computations.

2. A compiler that combines the separate specifications for

how data and computation map onto distributed ma-

chines.

3. An implementation of DISTAL that extends the TACO [22]

compiler to target the Legion [5] runtime system.

We evaluate our contributions along two different axes:

Generality. We implement several tensor algebra kernels

and show that we achieve good performance. We show

1 // Declare input parameters for generated code.

2 Param gx, gy, n, chunkSize;

3 // Define the target machine m as a 2D grid of processors.

4 Machine m(Grid(gx, gy));

5

6 // A tensor's format describes how it is distributed onto m.

7 // The following format partitions the two dimensions of a

8 // tensor by the two dimensions of m, resulting in a

9 // two-dimensional tiling. The final argument declares the

10 // tensor should reside in GPU framebuffer memory for fast

11 // access from GPUs.

12 Distribution tiles(m, {0, 1}, Memory::GPU_MEM); // (x,y)->m(x,y)

13 Format f({Dense, Dense}, tiles);

14

15 // Declare three dense matrices with the same format.

16 Tensor<double> A({n, n}, f), B({n, n}, f), C({n, n}, f);

17

18 // Declare the computation, a matrix-matrix multiply.

19 IndexVar i, j, k;

20 A(i, j) = B(i, k) * C(k, j);

21

22 // Map the computation onto m via scheduling commands.

23 IndexVar io, ii, jo, ji, ko, ki;

24 A.schedule()

25 // Tile i and j for each GPU.

26 .divide(i, io, ii, m.x).divide(j, jo, ji, m.y)

27 .reorder({io, jo, ii, ji})

28 // Distribute each i and j tile over all GPUs.

29 .distribute(io).distribute(jo)

30 // Break the k loop into chunks.

31 .split(k, ko, ki, chunkSize)

32 // Move the outer k loop to outside the ii and ji loops.

33 .reorder({io, jo, ko, ii, ji, ki})

34 // Choose the granularity at which communication occurs.

35 // Here, each processor operates on a local piece of a, and

36 // receives chunks of b and c as the ko loop steps.

37 .communicate(a, jo).communicate({b, c}, ko)

38 // Schedule at leaves for variables ii, ji, and ki. Our

39 // system can generate code for GPUs, but allows for using

40 // heavily optimized kernels when applicable.

41 .substitute({ii, ji, ki}, CuBLAS::GeMM);

Figure 2. Multi-GPU matrix multiplication in DISTAL im-

plementing the SUMMA [35] algorithm used by ScaLA-

PACK [11].

Format Language

Primitives for data distribution

Contrib. 1

TACO
Tensor Index Notation

Scheduling Language

Legion Program

Primitives for computation distribution

Contrib. 1

Legion 
Runtime

Custom Legion Mapper

Contrib. 3

Low-level IR
Scheduling 

Transformation 

Passes

Task Creation

Comm. Analysis

Contrib. 2

Legion 

Constructs

Contrib. 3

= Our Contributions

Figure 3. Overview of DISTAL’s implementation.

that our approach of generating bespoke implementations

achieves between a 1.8x to 3.7x (with a 45.7x outlier) speedup

over CTF, a system aimed at a similar level of generality.

Absolute Performance. Our system matches or outper-

forms existing systems on dense matrix-matrix multiplica-

tion, a tensor algebra operation that has been extensively

optimized in prior work. In particular, dense matrix multipli-

cation code generated by DISTAL outperforms the CTF [34]

and ScaLAPACK [11] libraries by at least 1.25x and comes

within 0.95x the performance of COSMA [25], the best pub-

lished dense matrix-matrix multiplication implementation.
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2 Background

Figure 2 shows DISTAL’s three input sub-languages: a com-

putation language that describes the desired kernel (lines

19ś20), a scheduling language that describes how to optimize

the computation (lines 24ś41), and a format language that de-

scribes how the tensors are stored (lines 4ś16). In this section,

we give background on each of these three components.

Computation is described in DISTAL using tensor index no-

tation, a domain specific language used as input to the TACO

compiler [22]. Tensor index notation consists of accesses that

index tensor dimensions with lists of variables. Tensor index

notation statements are assignments, where the left-hand

side is an access, and the right-hand side is an expression

constructed from the addition and multiplication of accesses.

For example, the tensor-times-vector operation is expressed

in tensor index notation as𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑

𝑘 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) · 𝑐 (𝑘). Each
component 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗) is the result of the inner-product of the
last dimension of 𝐵 with 𝑐 . Index variables correspond to

nested loops, and variables used only on the right-hand side

represent sum reductions over their domain. Tensor index

notation allows for any number of tensors on the right-hand

side of an expression, and, like TACO, DISTAL can generate

a single fused kernel for the entire tensor index notation

expression.

The computation description is separated from the exact

algorithm to perform the computation through a scheduling

language [3, 10, 29, 32, 36, 37]. We provide the following

transformations introduced by prior systems [21, 29, 32]:

• parallelize: parallelize the iterations of a loop

• split/divide: break a loop into an inner and outer loop

• collapse: fuse two nested loops into a single loop

• reorder: switch the execution order of two loops

• precompute: hoist the computation of a subexpression

We will introduce three new scheduling commands that de-

scribe how computations map onto a distributed machine.

Moreover, the TACO [22] compiler introduced a format

language that allows users to specify the sparse format of

each tensor in a computation. While this work considers

only dense computations, we take inspiration from TACO to

describe a tensor’s distribution as part of the tensor’s format.

3 Core Abstractions

This section describes the core abstractions of DISTAL that

allow users to express a virtual machine organization and to

map data and computation onto that machine.

3.1 Modeling Modern Machines

DISTAL models a distributed machineM as a multidimen-

sional grid of abstract processors that each have an asso-

ciated local memory and can communicate with all other

processors. The purpose of the grid abstraction is twofold: to

expose locality in the model (which may or may not exist in

Machines M Tensors T Dimension Variables 𝑑

Dimension Name 𝑛 ::= 𝑑 | N | ’∗’
Tensor Distribution D ::= T d+ ↦→n+ M

Figure 4. Syntax of Tensor Distribution Notation

the physical machine) and to match the grid-like structure

of tensor algebra computations.

A flat machine representation is useful, but is not sufficient

to model many modern high performance systems. These

systems are often heterogeneous, where each node contains

multiple accelerators and CPU sockets that offer faster com-

munication within a node than between nodes.1 Therefore,

our machine abstraction is also hierarchical: each abstract

processor may itself be viewed as a distributed machine. We

use this abstraction in our evaluation to model the Lassen su-

percomputer; we arrange the nodes into multi-dimensional

grids, then model each node as a grid of GPUs.

3.2 Data Distribution

Users map tensors onto machines through a sub-language of

the format language called tensor distribution notation. Ten-

sor distribution notation allows users to describe how input

tensors are already distributed in their program or to move

data into a distributed layout that suits the computation.

Syntax. Figure 4 describes the syntax for tensor distribu-

tion notation, which encodes how dimensions (modes) of a

tensor T map onto the dimensions of a machine M. Tensor

distribution notation expresses this mapping by naming each

dimension of T andM; index sequences on the left and right

of the ↦→ name dimensions in T andM respectively. Tensor

dimensions that share names with machine dimensions are

partitioned across those machine dimensions. The remain-

ing machine dimensions broadcast the partition over the

dimensions, or fix the partition to a coordinate in the dimen-

sion. A tensor distribution notation statement T X↦→Y M,

where X and Y are index sequences, is valid if |𝑋 | = dimT ,

|𝑌 | = dimM, both 𝑋 and 𝑌 contain no duplicate names, and

all names in 𝑌 are present in 𝑋 .

Intuition. Tensor dimensions partitioned across machine

dimensions are divided into equal-sized contiguous pieces.

For example, if T andM are one-dimensional with 100 com-

ponents and 10 processors respectively, then the distribution

T x ↦→x M maps 10 components of T to every processor of

M. Many common blocked partitioning strategies can be

expressed by the choice of tensor dimensions to partition.

Figure 5 displays multiple ways of partitioning a matrix, such

as by rows (T xy↦→x M, Figure 5b), by columns (T xy↦→y M),

or by two-dimensional tiles (T xy↦→xy M, Figure 5c). Tensor

dimensions that are not partitioned span their full extent in

each partitioned piece, as seen in Figure 5b and Figure 5f.

1Inter-node communication is affected by hierarchy in the network itself.

For example, communication within a rack is faster than between racks.
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T xy 7!x M

<latexit sha1_base64="E0/nb7aOW52N0CBBtONpJ082Qig=">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</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="Qslk45o8MXors0UmQlwtuuoiWPo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe4365UOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4UikWs=</latexit>

(b) Row-wise matrix distribution.

T

<latexit sha1_base64="Trl04Corczb24Cj9modot/Qt6es=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFNy4r9AXToWTSTBuaSYYkI5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JE860cd1vp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6WqaK0A6RXKp+iDXlTNCOYYbTfqIojkNOe+H0Pvd7T1RpJkXbzBIaxHgsWMQINlbyBzE2E4J51p4PqzW37i6A1olXkBoUaA2rX4ORJGlMhSEca+17bmKCDCvDCKfzyiDVNMFkisfUt1TgmOogW0SeowurjFAklX3CoIX6eyPDsdazOLSTeUS96uXif56fmug2yJhIUkMFWX4UpRwZifL70YgpSgyfWYKJYjYrIhOsMDG2pYotwVs9eZ10r+peo3792Kg174o6ynAG53AJHtxAEx6gBR0gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LEdLTrFzCn/gfP4Aj8WRcg==</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="Qslk45o8MXors0UmQlwtuuoiWPo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe4365UOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4UikWs=</latexit>

T xy 7!xy M

<latexit sha1_base64="TieQ2rUIx7uoP9pdF+lV4NNb9JM=">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</latexit>

(c) Tiled matrix distribution.

T

<latexit sha1_base64="Trl04Corczb24Cj9modot/Qt6es=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFNy4r9AXToWTSTBuaSYYkI5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JE860cd1vp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6WqaK0A6RXKp+iDXlTNCOYYbTfqIojkNOe+H0Pvd7T1RpJkXbzBIaxHgsWMQINlbyBzE2E4J51p4PqzW37i6A1olXkBoUaA2rX4ORJGlMhSEca+17bmKCDCvDCKfzyiDVNMFkisfUt1TgmOogW0SeowurjFAklX3CoIX6eyPDsdazOLSTeUS96uXif56fmug2yJhIUkMFWX4UpRwZifL70YgpSgyfWYKJYjYrIhOsMDG2pYotwVs9eZ10r+peo3792Kg174o6ynAG53AJHtxAEx6gBR0gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LEdLTrFzCn/gfP4Aj8WRcg==</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="Qslk45o8MXors0UmQlwtuuoiWPo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe4365UOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4UikWs=</latexit>

T xy 7!xy0 M

<latexit sha1_base64="8GueyBeWP4Qm7slUlcUwalYVZqY=">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</latexit>

(d) Fix a partition to a dimension.

T

<latexit sha1_base64="Trl04Corczb24Cj9modot/Qt6es=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFNy4r9AXToWTSTBuaSYYkI5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JE860cd1vp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6WqaK0A6RXKp+iDXlTNCOYYbTfqIojkNOe+H0Pvd7T1RpJkXbzBIaxHgsWMQINlbyBzE2E4J51p4PqzW37i6A1olXkBoUaA2rX4ORJGlMhSEca+17bmKCDCvDCKfzyiDVNMFkisfUt1TgmOogW0SeowurjFAklX3CoIX6eyPDsdazOLSTeUS96uXif56fmug2yJhIUkMFWX4UpRwZifL70YgpSgyfWYKJYjYrIhOsMDG2pYotwVs9eZ10r+peo3792Kg174o6ynAG53AJHtxAEx6gBR0gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LEdLTrFzCn/gfP4Aj8WRcg==</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="Qslk45o8MXors0UmQlwtuuoiWPo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe4365UOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4UikWs=</latexit>

T xy 7!xy* M

<latexit sha1_base64="zNXHLZcZ0qcHXIz6dhrTNI2eVfg=">AAADOnicbVLLatwwFFXcV+o+MmmW3ZiaQCl0GE8S2mVoN90EUphJArYZZFmTEaMXkpxkEPqSbtu/6I90213pth9Q+VFm6uSC8OWee+49R1YhKdFmNPqxFdy7/+Dho+3H4ZOnz57vDHZfnGlRKYSnSFChLgqoMSUcTw0xFF9IhSErKD4vlh9r/PwKK00En5iVxDmDl5zMCYLGl2aDncyUfou9WTl/3rjZIB4NR01Et5OkS2LQxelsN9jLSoEqhrlBFGqdJiNpcguVIYhiF2aVxhKiJbzEqU85ZFjntlHuon1fKaO5UP5wEzXVTYaFTOsVK3wng2ah+1hdvAtLKzN/n1vCZWUwR+2ieUUjI6L6GqKSKIwMXfkEIkW81ggtoILI+MsKw4zjayQYg7y0GYNS+x5pXHqQ2/0w8pEJiRU0QtV+utq/sNmVXEBuBLPx2LmZjRO37siWWPG3WTtRe714DdU+uFAM0prpiQcd0X9cX9XE2YaAfPfEuR56soGe9NHmn9fKG0dxsrZY720dG+Hq/fWkO8guHecbc1o53mfjOAz9M0r6j+Z2cjYeJofDo8+H8fGH7kFtg5fgFXgNEvAOHINP4BRMAQIV+AK+gm/B9+Bn8Cv43bYGWx1nD/wXwZ+/rSgFCQ==</latexit>

(e) Broadcast a partition over a dimension.

T

<latexit sha1_base64="Trl04Corczb24Cj9modot/Qt6es=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFNy4r9AXToWTSTBuaSYYkI5Shn+HGhSJu/Rp3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOdecu4JE860cd1vp7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0+6WqaK0A6RXKp+iDXlTNCOYYbTfqIojkNOe+H0Pvd7T1RpJkXbzBIaxHgsWMQINlbyBzE2E4J51p4PqzW37i6A1olXkBoUaA2rX4ORJGlMhSEca+17bmKCDCvDCKfzyiDVNMFkisfUt1TgmOogW0SeowurjFAklX3CoIX6eyPDsdazOLSTeUS96uXif56fmug2yJhIUkMFWX4UpRwZifL70YgpSgyfWYKJYjYrIhOsMDG2pYotwVs9eZ10r+peo3792Kg174o6ynAG53AJHtxAEx6gBR0gIOEZXuHNMc6L8+58LEdLTrFzCn/gfP4Aj8WRcg==</latexit>

M

<latexit sha1_base64="Qslk45o8MXors0UmQlwtuuoiWPo=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxIRZdFN26ECvYB06Fk0kwbmkmGJCOUoZ/hxoUibv0ad/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXnLuCRPOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POlqmitA2kVyqXog15UzQtmGG016iKI5DTrvh5Db3u09UaSbFo5kmNIjxSLCIEWys5PdjbMYE8+x+NqjW3Lo7B1olXkFqUKA1qH71h5KkMRWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOczir9VNMEkwkeUd9SgWOqg2weeYbOrDJEkVT2CYPm6u+NDMdaT+PQTuYR9bKXi/95fmqi6yBjIkkNFWTxUZRyZCTK70dDpigxfGoJJorZrIiMscLE2JYqtgRv+eRV0rmoe4365UOj1rwp6ijDCZzCOXhwBU24gxa0gYCEZ3iFN8c4L86787EYLTnFzjH8gfP5A4UikWs=</latexit>

T xyz 7!xy M

<latexit sha1_base64="9Sq8FOrF+HfOjDWSSZt6KNzEihU=">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</latexit>

(f)Map a 3-tensor onto a processor grid.

Figure 5. Examples of tensor distribution notation statements that map tensors onto machines in different ways.

Machine dimensions that do not partition tensor dimen-

sions either fix the tensor to a single index or broadcast the

tensor across all indices of a dimension. A tensor is fixed

to a single machine index by naming the dimension with a

constant as in T xy↦→xy0 M in Figure 5d, which restricts the

tensor tiles to a face of the machine. Marking a dimension

with a ∗ replicates a tensor across that dimension, such as

T xy↦→xy* M in Figure 5e where tensor tiles are replicated

across the entire third dimension of M.

Semantics.Having described tensor distribution notation

intuitively, we now provide a more formal description. We

define a tensor T to be a set of coordinateśvalue pairs and a

machine M to be a set of coordinates. A tensor distribution

notation statement T X ↦→Y M is a function that maps the

coordinates in T to a non-empty set of processor coordinates

in M, where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are index sequences. This function

is the composition of two functions P : T → color and

F : color → M set. P is an abstract partitioning function

that maps coordinates in T to unique colors. F then maps

each color in the range of P to processors in M. That is,

we first group coordinates of T into equivalence classes

(colors), and then map each equivalence class to a processor

(or processors, if broadcast) in M.
Let 𝑝 = 𝑋 ∩𝑌 , the dimensions of T that are partitioned by

dimensions of M. Concretely, a color is a point in the 𝑝 ⊆ 𝑌
dimensions of M. P’s coloring is a many-to-one mapping
between points in the 𝑝 dimensions of T and colors. The col-
oring is lifted to the remaining non-partitioned dimensions
of T in the natural way: every coordinate 𝑥 ∈ T is given
the same color as P(𝑥𝑝 ), where 𝑥𝑝 is 𝑥 restricted to the 𝑝
dimensions of T . We choose to use a blocked partitioning
function that maps contiguous ranges of coordinates to the
same color. However, other functions such as a cyclic dis-
tribution that maps adjacent coordinates to different colors
could also be used. As a running example, consider the dis-
tribution T xy↦→xy* M (Figure 5e), where T is 2x2 and M is
2x2x2. For this tensor distribution notation statement,

P = {(0, 0) ↦→ (0, 0), (0, 1) ↦→ (0, 1), (1, 0) ↦→ (1, 0), (1, 1) ↦→ (1, 1)},

mapping the coordinates in the 2x2 matrix onto points in

the first two dimensions of the 2x2x2 machine cube.
F maps P’s coloring of T to full coordinates of processors

in M. As discussed previously, each color is an assignment
to the 𝑝 ⊆ 𝑌 dimensions of M and can be mapped to a co-
ordinate of a processor in M by specifying an index for the
remaining 𝑌 − 𝑝 dimensions. Since all names in 𝑌 must be
present in𝑋 as a condition of tensor distribution validity, the
remaining 𝑌 − 𝑝 dimensions must either fix or broadcast the
partition. F expands the color to the remaining dimensions
ofM by casing on whether each dimension fixes or broad-
casts the partition: fixed dimensions are set to the target
value and broadcasted dimensions are expanded to all possi-
ble coordinates in the dimension. In the running example,

F = {(0, 0) ↦→ {(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1)}, (0, 1) ↦→ {(0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)},
(1, 0) ↦→ {(1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1)}, (1, 1) ↦→ {(1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1)}},

expanding the coloring of P to the third dimension of M.

Hierarchy. Data distributions can also be hierarchical to

match the hierarchical structure of the machine. If the target

machine has a hierarchical structure, then a tensor distribu-

tion can be provided for each level in the machine. For exam-

ple, if the machineM is organized as a 2-dimensional grid at

the node level, and then a 1-dimensional grid of GPUs within

each node, then the distribution [T xy ↦→xy M,T zw↦→z M]
represents a two dimensional tiling of a matrix at the outer

level, and row-wise partition of each tile for each GPU.

3.3 Computation Distribution

Like a tensor distribution notation statement describes how

a tensor is distributed across a machine, a schedule describes

how the iteration space of an expression is transformed and

distributed. In this section, we introduce three new schedul-

ing transformations on top of those introduced in the back-

ground section: distribute, communicate, and rotate. The first

two were used in Figure 2. Throughout this section, we use

the computation 𝑎(𝑖) = ∑

𝑗 𝑏 ( 𝑗) as a running example, which

has loop structure ∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗). This computation sets

289
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Time

(0, 0) (0, 1) (0, 2)

(1, 0) (1, 1) (1, 2)

(2, 0) (2, 1) (2, 2)

P1

<latexit sha1_base64="WpCoeZtPNYk9u0beZSaZ4VJX/0M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//cS1EbF6xEnC/YgOlQgFo2ilh0bf65crbtWdg6wSLycVyNHol796g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjk01IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3fjY/dUrOrDIgYaxtKSRz9fdERiNjJlFgOyOKI7PszcT/vG6K4bWfCZWkyBVbLApTSTAms7/JQGjOUE4soUwLeythI6opQ5tOyYbgLb+8SloXVa9WvbyvVeo3eRxFOIFTOAcPrqAOd9CAJjAYwjO8wpsjnRfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AHRSY2A</latexit>
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Figure 6. Execution space mapping of ∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗)
after distribute(i). Iteration space points are labeled (𝑖, 𝑗).

each index of 𝑎 to be the sum of all elements in 𝑏.2 In our ex-

amples, we consider a one-dimensional machine M, where

𝐴 x ↦→x M, 𝐵 x↦→x M and |𝐴| = |𝐵 | = |M| = 3.

Iteration Spaces. The iteration space of loops in a ten-

sor algebra expression is a hyper-rectangular grid of points

formed by taking the Cartesian product of the iteration do-

main of each index variable in the input expression. Each

point in the iteration space represents a scalar operation that

is the atomic unit of computation in our model.

Execution Spaces. We model the execution of an itera-

tion space through an execution space, which describes when

and where each iteration space point is executed. An execu-

tion space has a processor dimension and a time dimension,

describing what processor an iteration space point executes

on and at what relative time the point executes. A mapping

of iteration space points onto an execution space describes

an execution strategy for the iteration space. Each processor

and point in time may be assigned one point 𝑝 in the iter-

ation space as well as communication operations to fetch

tensor data needed by 𝑝 that logically occur before 𝑝 ; we dis-

cuss communication operations below. An iteration space’s

default execution space mapping linearizes all points in time

according to the ordering of the iteration space dimensions

and maps all points to the same processor.

Distribute. The distribute operation transforms how the

iteration space maps onto the execution space. In particular,

distribute-ing a set of index variables 𝑣 modifies the execu-

tion space mapping such that all iterations of the dimensions

corresponding to 𝑣 occur on a different processors at the

same time, as seen in Figure 6.3

The following compound command utilizes the distribute,

divide and reorder commands to map a set of iteration space

dimensions onto a machine by tiling the iteration space di-

mensions onto each processor in the machine:

1 distribute(vector<IndexVar> targets, vector<IndexVar> dist,

2 vector<IndexVar> local, Machine m):

2The optimal way to compute this expression is to aggregate 𝑏 into a scalar

and assign the scalar to each index in 𝑎. For the sake of a simple example,

we present alternate (albeit arithmetically inefficient) schedules to illustrate

key concepts of DISTAL.
3The distribution of an iteration space I onto a machine M can also be

viewed in a similar manner to tensor distribution notation, where the desired

𝑋 ∩𝑌 dimensions of I are mapped onto M using 𝐼 X↦→Y M.
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(b) Completion where communi-

cation is aggregated underneath

each 𝑖 iteration.

Figure 7. Completions of the distributed execution space

mapping of∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗) where𝑎 x↦→x M and𝑏 x ↦→x M.

3 for i in range(0, m.dim):

4 # Divide each dimension by the corresponding machine dimension.

5 divide(targets[i], dist[i], local[i], m.dims[i])

6 # Reorder loops so each outer divided variable is on the outside.

7 reorder(dist + local)

8 # Distribute all of the outer divided variables.

9 distribute(dist)

The choice of variables to distribute affects the resulting

communication patterns. Distributing variables that index

the output tensor pull input tensors towards a stationary

output tensor in an owner-computes paradigm. Distributing

variables used for reductions results in distributed reductions

into the output, trading space usage for increased parallelism.

To match hierarchical machine models and data distri-

butions, distribute may also be applied hierarchically. For

example, we can apply this strategy in computations that

benefit from locality, likematrix-multiply, to use a distributed

algorithm at the node level and another (sometimes different)

algorithm for the multiple GPUs within a node.

Communicate. Every iteration space point maps to a

coordinate in each of the input and output tensors, corre-

sponding to the data required at that point. The data required

at each iteration space point may not be present in the mem-

ory of the processor the point is mapped to, and must be

communicated from a memory where the data resides. A

communication operation will be automatically inserted at

each execution space point where the required data is not

present, resulting in a naïve completion of the execution

space mapping. A naïve completion of the execution space

of∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗) transformed by distribute(i) is depicted

in Figure 7a.

Communication operations can be made more efficient by

aggregating them into larger operations that fetch the data

for a group of iteration space points, as seen in Figure 7b.

The choice of how much communication to aggregate incurs

the tradeoff between memory usage and communication

frequencyÐmore frequent communication allows for lower

memory usage at the cost of more messages sent.
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Figure 8. Communication (denoted by dashed arrows)

between processors in execution space mappings for

∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗) with and without rotate.

To allow for optimization over this tradeoff space, the

communicate command controls how much communication

for each tensor should be aggregated into a single message.

Precisely, communicate(T, i) aggregates the communication

of T at the beginning of each iteration of i by materializing

the data for all iteration space points nested under each

iteration of i in the executing processor’s memory. If no

communicate command is given, then communication will be

nested under the inner-most index variable.

It is a deliberate choice to omit any notion of processor

ranks, explicit sends/receives, and specific channels used

(such as in prior work [3]) from the scheduling language so

that schedules only affect performance, not correctness, as

well as to keep the scheduling language relatively simple.

The communicate command is not needed for correctness and

is used only to optimize the communication pattern of the

computation.

Rotate.Many distributed algorithms have a systolic com-

munication pattern, where processors repeatedly shift data

to their neighbors. Systolic algorithms can take advantage of

machine architectures with interconnects that offer higher

performance for nearest-neighbor communication and im-

prove performance by avoiding contention for the same

pieces of data. To express systolic computations, we in-

troduce the rotate operation, which acts as a symmetry-

breaking operation for distributed loops by transforming the

mapping onto the time dimension of the execution space.

To gain intuition for rotate, consider the execution space

mapping of the running example ∀𝑖∀𝑗 𝑎(𝑖) += 𝑏 ( 𝑗) trans-
formed by distribute(i). At each time step, all processors

access (and issue communication requests for) the same ele-

ment of 𝐵, causing the owner of that element to broadcast

it to all other processors, as seen in Figure 8a. In contrast,

a systolic version of this computation would instead have

each processor accumulate the local element of 𝑏, and then

shift the local element to the processor to its left in M.

The systolic communication pattern is achieved by chang-

ing the point in time that each processor executes each it-

eration of the 𝑗 loop. If the mapping of the time dimension

is reordered such that for each iteration of 𝑖 , the 𝑗 iteration

space is rotated in time so that the 𝑖th iteration of 𝑗 occurs

first, then the resulting execution space has a systolic com-

munication pattern, where each processor utilizes the data

that the processor to its right used in the previous itera-

tion. This effect is depicted in Figure 8b where no processors

execute the same iteration of 𝑗 at the same point in time.

Concretely, given a set of index variables 𝐼 , target index

variable 𝑡 and result index variable 𝑟 , rotate(𝑡, 𝐼, 𝑟) rotates

each iteration of 𝑡 by
∑

𝑖∈𝐼 𝑖 mod extent(𝑡). The effect of

rotate is that ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 , given a fixed iteration for all remaining

𝑖 ′ ∈ (𝐼 − 𝑖), the same iteration of 𝑟 occurs at a different time

for all iterations of 𝑖 . For example, if 𝑡 is rotated by variables

𝑖 and 𝑗 oriented in a 2D grid, every row starts the iteration

of 𝑟 at a unique value, and vice versa for each column.

4 Matrix-Multiplication Case Studies

Tensor distribution notation and scheduling can be com-

posed to express a wide variety of algorithms. A large body

of research on distributed tensor algebra focuses on algo-

rithms for distributed matrix-multiplication. Therefore, to

showcase the expressivity of our techniques, we perform a

case study on matrix-multiplication algorithms discussed in

the literature. However, our techniques are not specific to

matrix-multiplication and generalize to all of tensor algebra.

4.1 Distributed Matrix-Multiplication Background

The first distributed matrix-multiplication algorithm, pre-

sented by Cannon [8], uses a systolic communication pat-

tern and a tiled distribution of the input matrices. The

PUMMA [12] and SUMMA [35] algorithms extended this

work by generalizing to rectangular matrices and improv-

ing the communication patterns through pipelining. The

SUMMA algorithm is implemented in the widespread ScaLA-

PACK [11] library. These are called 2D algorithms, because

they organize the target machine into a 2D grid and decom-

pose the input matrices in tiles on the processor grid.

Follow up work by Agrawal et al. [1] introduced Johnson’s

algorithm, which organized processors into a 3D grid and

utilized extra memory per processor to perform asymptoti-

cally less communication than 2D algorithms. Algorithms

of this style are called 3D algorithms. The 2.5D algorithm

by Solomonik et al. [33] interpolates between 2D and 3D al-

gorithms, utilizing extra memory to reduce communication.

The 2.5D algorithm has been implemented in the Cyclops

Tensor Framework [34]. Finally, the COSMA [25] algorithm

takes a different approach by computing an optimal proces-

sor organization and parallelization strategy depending on

the target matrix dimensions and machine size.
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Algorithm Comm. Pattern Target Machine Data Distribution Schedule

Cannon’s [8]

(1969)
M = Grid(𝑔𝑥,𝑔𝑦)

𝐴 xy↦→xyM
𝐵 xy↦→xyM
𝐶 xy↦→xyM

.distribute({i, j}, {io, jo}, {ii, ji}, Grid(gx, gy))

.divide(k, ko, ki, gx)

.reorder({ko, ii, ji, ki})

.rotate(ko, {io, jo}, kos)

.communicate(A, jo).communicate({B, C}, kos)

PUMMA [12]

(1994)
M = Grid(𝑔𝑥,𝑔𝑦)

𝐴 xy↦→xyM
𝐵 xy↦→xyM
𝐶 xy↦→xyM

.distribute({i, j}, {io, jo}, {ii, ji}, Grid(gx, gy))

.divide(k, ko, ki, gx)

.reorder({ko, ii, ji, ki})

.rotate(ko, {io}, kos)

.communicate(A, jo).communicate({B, C}, kos)

SUMMA [35]

(1995)
M = Grid(𝑔𝑥,𝑔𝑦)

𝐴 xy↦→xyM
𝐵 xy↦→xyM
𝐶 xy↦→xyM

.distribute({i, j}, {io, jo}, {ii, ji}, Grid(gx, gy))

.split(k, ko, ki, chunkSize)

.reorder({ko, ii, ji, ki})

.communicate(A, jo).communicate({B, C}, ko)

Johnson’s [1]

(1995)

M =

Grid( 3
√
𝑝, 3
√
𝑝, 3
√
𝑝)

𝐴 xy↦→xy0M
𝐵 xz↦→x0zM
𝐶 zy ↦→0yzM

.distribute({i, j, k}, {io, jo, ko},

{ii, ji, ki}, Grid( 3√𝑝, 3√𝑝, 3√𝑝))
.communicate({A, B, C}, kn)

Solomonik’s [33]

(2011)

M =

Grid(
√

𝑝
𝑐 ,

√

𝑝
𝑐 , 𝑐)

𝐴 xy↦→xy0M
𝐵 xy↦→xy0M
𝐶 xy ↦→xy0M

.distribute({i, j, k}, {io, jo, ko},

{ii, ji, ki}, Grid(

√

𝑝
𝑐 ,

√

𝑝
𝑐 , c))

.divide(ki, kio, kii,

√

𝑝

𝑐3
)

.reorder({kio, il, jl, kii})

.rotate(kio, {io, jo}, kios)

.communicate(A, jo).communicate({B, C}, kios)

COSMA [25]

(2019)

induced by

schedule

induced by

schedule

// gx, gy, gz, numSteps computed by COSMA scheduler.

.distribute({i, j, k}, {io, jo, ko}

{ii, ji, ki}, Grid(gx, gy, gz))

.divide(ki, kio, kii, numSteps)

.reorder({kio, il, jl, kii})

.communicate(A, ko).communicate({B, C}, kio)

Figure 9. Set of matrix-multiplication algorithms representable by DISTAL. For each algorithm, we show the high level

communication pattern, target machine organization, initial data distributions, and schedule of the compute statement

𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑

𝑘 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑘) ·𝐶 (𝑘, 𝑗). In the icons, black arrows indicate communications for 𝐴, blue for 𝐵 and red for 𝐶 . The schedules

utilize the compound distribute command introduced in Subsection 3.3.

Figure 9 depicts the communication pattern of these al-

gorithms and demonstrates how each can be implemented

in DISTAL. Although DISTAL cannot represent recursive

algorithms like CARMA [14], it still covers a space of widely

used algorithms. We now present detailed derivations of

SUMMA, Cannon’s and Johnson’s algorithms.

4.2 SUMMA

MPI-like pseudocode for SUMMA can be found in Figure 10.

SUMMA organizes the computation into a 2D grid and each

processor owns a tile of 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶 . Computation proceeds

in chunks over the 𝑘 loop, where processors owning the 𝑘’th

chunks of the 𝐵 and 𝐶 loops broadcast the chunks within

their row and column respectively. Then, each processor

multiplies the communicated chunks of 𝐵 and 𝐶 into a local

tile of 𝐴.

SUMMA organizes the target machine as a 2D grid

(M = Grid(gx, gy)) and maps each tensor in tiles using

1 # Arrange 𝑝 processors into a 2D grid.

2 # Assign a tile of 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 to each processor.

3 for all 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 in parallel:

4 for kc in (0, k, chunkSize):

5 𝐵𝑙 = row broadcast the kc to kc+chunkSize columns of 𝐵

6 𝐶𝑙 = col broadcast the kc to kc+chunkSize rows of 𝐶

7 A += 𝐵𝑙 × 𝐶𝑙

Figure 10. Pseudocode for the SUMMA algorithm.

𝐴 xy↦→xy M, 𝐵 xy↦→xy M, and 𝐶 xy↦→xy M. The 𝑖 and 𝑗 iter-

ation space dimensions are distributed, and every proces-

sor locally iterates through the 𝑘 dimension. Therefore, we

apply distribute({i,j}, {io,jo}, {ii,ji}, Grid(gx,gy)). Next,

SUMMA steps through 𝑘 in chunks expressible with split

(k, ko, ki, chunkSize) followed by reorder({ko, ii, ji, ki}).

Finally, we schedule the communication: since each proces-

sor operates on a tile of 𝐴, we communicate(A, jo). SUMMA

broadcasts 𝐵 and𝐶 in chunks along the 𝑘 loop, so we commu-

nicate under the ko outer loop using communicate({B, C}, ko).

This schedule implements SUMMA. Each processor steps

over the 𝑘 dimension of the iteration space, and performs
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1 # Arrange 𝑝 processors into a 2D grid,
√
𝑝 × √

𝑝.

2 # Assign a tile of 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 to each processor.

3 # Perform an initial data shift.

4 for all 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 in parallel:

5 shift 𝐵𝑖 𝑗 𝑖 spaces to the left

6 shift 𝐶𝑖 𝑗 𝑗 spaces upwards

7 for all 𝑃𝑖 𝑗 in parallel:

8 for k in (0,
√
𝑝):

9 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 += 𝐵𝑖 𝑗 × 𝐶𝑖 𝑗

10 shift 𝐵𝑖 𝑗 to the left

11 shift 𝐶𝑖 𝑗 upwards

Figure 11. Pseudocode for Cannon’s algorithm.

B(0,0) B(0,1) B(0,2)

B(1,1) B(1,2) B(1,0)

B(2,2) B(2,0) B(2,1)

B(0,1) B(0,2) B(0,0)

B(1,2) B(1,0) B(1,1)

B(2,0) B(2,1) B(2,2)

B(0,2) B(0,0) B(0,1)

B(1,0) B(1,1) B(1,2)

B(2,1) B(2,2) B(2,0)

ko = 0 ko = 1 ko = 2

io

jo

io

jo

io

jo

Figure 12. Communication pattern of 𝐵 in the Cannon’s

algorithm schedule on a 3x3 grid of processors. 𝐵(𝑥,𝑦) is
the (𝑥,𝑦)th tile of 𝐵. At each iteration of ko, each processor

performs the rotated iteration kos = ko + io + jo mod 3, ac-

cessing 𝐵(io, kos). Each processor is labeled with the tile of

𝐵 needed at the current iteration. Blue arrows indicate from

where the data needed at the current iteration was sent.

local matrix multiplications on chunks of 𝐵 and 𝐶 . Every

processor operates on the same chunks of 𝐵 and𝐶 in its row

and column, the processors that owns the chunks broadcast

them to the other processors in their rows and columns.

4.3 Cannon’s Algorithm

As another 2D algorithm, Cannon’s algorithm has the same

target machine and data distribution as SUMMA, but has a

systolic communication pattern, as seen in Figure 11, where

processors shift tiles along their row and column. Despite

the differences in pseudocode, the schedule for Cannon’s

algorithm is similar to the schedule for SUMMA’s. First, we

change the split operation into divide(k, ko, ki, gx) so that

the tiles communicated are the same size as the tiles held by

each processor. Next, we change the communication pattern

to the systolic pattern using rotate. We insert a rotate(ko, {

io,jo}, kos) to rotate each processors ko iteration space by

the processor’s coordinate in the processor grid. Figure 12

depicts the communication pattern of 𝐵 after rotation.

4.4 Johnson’s Algorithm

Johnson’s algorithm is a 3D algorithm, so it has a different

target machine and initial data distribution, as seen in Fig-

ure 13. Given 𝑝 processors, Johnson’s algorithm targets a

processor cube with side length 3
√
𝑝 : M = Grid( 3

√
𝑝, 3
√
𝑝, 3
√
𝑝).

The input matrices are partitioned into tiles, and then fixed

to a face of the processor cube. We express the distribution

of 𝐴 using 𝐴 xy↦→xy0 M, which partitions 𝐴 by the first two

dimensions of M, and then fixes the partition onto a face of

1 # Arrange 𝑝 processors into a 3D grid, 3
√
𝑝 × 3

√
𝑝 × 3

√
𝑝.

2 # Assign a tile of 𝐴 to each processor 𝑃𝑖 𝑗0.

3 # Assign a tile of 𝐵 to each processor 𝑃𝑖0𝑘.

4 # Assign a tile of 𝐶 to each processor 𝑃0𝑗𝑘.

5 for all 𝑃𝑖 𝑗𝑘 in parallel:

6 𝑃𝑖0𝑘 broadcasts 𝐵𝑖𝑘 to each 𝑃𝑖 𝑗𝑘
7 𝑃0𝑗𝑘 broadcasts 𝐶 𝑗𝑘 to each 𝑃𝑖 𝑗𝑘
8 𝐴𝑖 𝑗𝑘 = 𝐵𝑖𝑘 × 𝐶𝑘 𝑗

9 𝑃𝑖 𝑗𝑘 sum reduces 𝐴𝑖 𝑗𝑘 to 𝑃𝑖 𝑗0

Figure 13. Pseudocode for Johnson’s algorithm.

Index Variables 𝑖 Constants 𝑐 Tensors T
Accesses 𝑎 ::= T(𝑖∗)

Expressions 𝑒 ::= 𝑎 | 𝑐 | 𝑒 + 𝑒 | . . .
Scheduling Relation 𝑟 ::= divide(𝑖, 𝑖𝑜 , 𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐) | . . .

Statements 𝑆 ::= ∀𝑖 𝑆 | 𝑎 = 𝑒 | 𝑎 += 𝑒 |
𝑆 ; 𝑆 | 𝑆 s.t. 𝑟∗

Figure 14. Syntax for Concrete Index Notation

M. The placements for 𝐵 and 𝐶 are similar, but restrict the

matrices to different faces of the processor cube.

The schedule for Johnson’s algorithm first distributes all

dimensions of the iteration space with distribute({i,j,k},

{io,jo,ko}, {ii,ji,ki}, Grid( 3
√
𝑝, 3

√
𝑝, 3

√
𝑝)) and communicates

under the distributed loop with communicate({A,B,C}, kn). Ev-

ery processor performs a local multiplication using corre-

sponding chunks of 𝐵 and 𝐶 , and reduces into 𝐴, matching

the original presentation of Johnson’s algorithm.

4.5 PUMMA, Solomonik’s Algorithm, and COSMA

The remaining algorithms in Figure 9 can be derived us-

ing the same principles. The PUMMA algorithm is a hybrid

between Cannon’s algorithm and the SUMMA algorithm,

using a broadcast to communicate one of the matrices and

a systolic pattern to communicate the other. Solomonik’s

algorithm operates on a processor cube, where each slice

performs Cannon’s algorithm on pieces of 𝐵 and 𝐶 , and re-

duces the results of each slice into tiles of𝐴. The schedule for

Solomonik’s algorithm is very similar to the 2D algorithmsÐ

it also distribute-s over the 𝑘 dimension, and divide-s the

resulting inner 𝑘𝑖 loop into chunks. COSMA derives a sched-

ule that includes a machine organization, and a strategy for

distributing the 𝑖 , 𝑗 , and 𝑘 loops of the computation. Given

these parameters, our technique can generate code that im-

plements the distribution layer of COSMA.4

5 Compilation

To implement the distributed scheduling commands in an

intermediate representation (IR) that can be reasoned about

by a compiler, we use the concrete index notation IR developed

by Kjolstad et al. [21] and Senanayake et al. [32].

4The COSMA algorithm additionally is able to split an iteration space

dimension sequentially. To express sequential splits, the outer dimensions

must be divide-ed, and then inner parallel splits can be distribute-ed.
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5.1 Concrete Index Notation

Concrete index notation is a lower-level IR than tensor index

notation that specifies the ordering of for loops, and tracks

applied optimizations and loop transformations. Tensor in-

dex notation statements are lowered into concrete index

notation by constructing a loop nest based on a left-to-right

traversal of the variables in the tensor index notation state-

ment. The syntax for concrete index notation is shown in

Figure 14. Concrete index notation is further lowered into

an imperative IR by target specific backends.

Scheduling transformations are expressed through rewrite

rules on concrete index notation by rewriting loops and

tracking transformations through the s.t. clause. An example

transformation rule for the divide command is

. . . ∀𝑖 𝑆
divide(𝑖,𝑖𝑜 ,𝑖𝑖 ,𝑐)−−−−−−−−−−−→ . . . ∀𝑖𝑜∀𝑖𝑖 𝑆 s.t. divide(𝑖, 𝑖𝑜 , 𝑖𝑖 , 𝑐)

The full set of scheduling operations supported in TACO is

described by Senanayake et al. [32].

5.2 Distributed Scheduling

We now describe how each of the distributed scheduling

commands transform concrete index notation statements.

distribute. The distribute transformation marks a loop as

distributed for a backend specific pass to elaborate further.

. . . ∀𝑖 𝑆
distribute(𝑖)−−−−−−−−−→ . . . ∀𝑖 𝑆 s.t. distribute(𝑖)

rotate. Similarly to distribute, rotate is also expressed as

a transformation that adds the rotate relation to a statement.

. . . ∀𝐼∀𝑡 𝑆
rotate(𝑡,𝐼 ,𝑟 )−−−−−−−−−→ . . .∀𝐼∀𝑟 𝑆 s.t. rotate(𝑡, 𝐼 , 𝑟 )

Rotation is implemented by setting 𝑡 = 𝑟 +∑ 𝐼 mod extent(𝑡),
offsetting the starting point of 𝑡 .

communicate. The communicate command aggregates the com-

munication of data necessary for a set of loop iterations to

the executing processor. The s.t. clause of the ∀ targeted

by a communicate statement stores all tensors which must be

communicated at the ∀.

. . . ∀𝑖 𝑆
communicate(T,𝑖)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ . . . ∀𝑖 𝑆 s.t. communicate(T , 𝑖)

The target backend controls how to further lower a ∀with

communicate relations, by introducing logic to communicate

accessed components for each iteration of the ∀.

5.3 Lowering Tensor Distribution Notation

We implement the placement of a tensor into the distribu-

tion described by a tensor distribution notation statement by

translating the into a concrete index notation statement that

accesses data in the described orientation. The translation

algorithm is mechanical and uses the following steps for a

distribution T X ↦→Y M, where 𝑋 and 𝑌 are sets of dimen-

sion names. The algorithm is extended to hierarchical tensor

distributions by applying the same idea for each distribution

level.

1. Let𝑉 be a set of index variables for each name in𝑋 ∪𝑌 .
2. Construct a concrete index notation statement 𝑆 of

nested ∀ loops for each variable in𝑉 . At the innermost

loop, 𝑆 accesses T with variables in 𝑉 corresponding

to names in 𝑋 . ∀’s corresponding to dimensions in M
fixed to a value are restricted to that value.

3. reorder ∀’s in 𝑆 such that the variables for 𝑌 are the

shallowest in the loop nest.

4. divide each index variable for 𝑋 by the corresponding

dimension ofM, and distribute the outer variable.

5. communicate T underneath all distributed variables.

Intuitively, this procedure has two steps: 1) construct

an iteration space over T and any broadcasted dimen-

sions of M and 2) distribute the iteration space onto

M. For example, the concrete index notation statement

for T xy ↦→x M is ∀𝑥𝑜∀𝑥𝑖∀𝑦 T (𝑥,𝑦) s.t. divide(x, xo, xi, gx),
distribute(xo), communicate(T , xo).

6 Implementation

We target the Legion[5] distributed task-based runtime sys-

tem. Legion implements several features necessary for high

performance on modern machines, but orthogonal to the

topics we discuss, including 1) overlap of communication

and computation, 2) data movement through deep memory

hierarchies, 3) native support for accelerators and 4) control

over placement of data and computation in target memories

and processors. Therefore, our strategies for further lower-

ing of concrete index notation are directed by Legion’s API.

Legion performs dynamic analysis to facilitate communica-

tion between disjoint memory spaces. We discuss strategies

for static communication analysis that are compatible with

our approach in Section 8. We focus in this section on lower-

ing concepts related to distribution and communication. For

lowering of sub-statements that execute on a single CPU or

GPU, we follow the same process used in TACO.

6.1 Legion Programming Model

Regions are Legion’s abstraction for distributed data struc-

tures. Regions can be viewed as multi-dimensional arrays,

and we use them to represent dense tensors.

Tasks are the unit of computation in Legion. Tasks operate

on regions, and the runtime system is responsible for moving

data that a task requires into a memory accessible by the

processor the task is running on before the task begins exe-

cution. When launching a task, users provide information to

the runtime system naming the regions on which the task

operates. Multiple independent instances of the same task

can be launched in a single operation called an index task

launch, which is similar to a parallel for construct.

Regions can be partitioned into subregions that can be op-

erated on in parallel by tasks. Legion has several ways to cre-

ate partitions, including an API that uses hyper-rectangular

bounding boxes to partition regions into subregions.
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Legion’smapping interface allows for control over aspects

of execution such as which processors tasks execute on and

which memories regions are allocated in.

Communication in Legion is implicit. The data desired to

be communicated is described to Legion through application

created partitions. Legion then handles the physical move-

ment of this data through channels specialized for the source

and destination memories, such as NVLink for GPU-GPU

communication and GASNet-EX for inter-node communica-

tion.

6.2 Lowering to Legion

Our lowering process to Legion is guided by scheduling

relations in the concrete index notation. ∀’s tagged as dis-

tributed are lowered into index task launches over the extent

of the loop, where the loop bodies are placed within Legion

tasks. Directly nested distributed loops are flattened into

multi-dimensional index task launches. Legion partitions are

created for each tensor denoted to communicate under a loop.

The bounds of the hyper-rectangles to use in the partitioning

API are derived using a standard bounds analysis procedure

using the extents of index variables. Directives about proces-

sor kinds and machine grids are communicated to a mapper

that places tasks in the desired processor orientations.

7 Evaluation

Experimental Setup. We ran our experiments on the

Lassen [26] supercomputer. Each Lassen node has a dual

socket IBM Power9 CPU with 40 available cores. Each

node contains four NVIDIA Volta V100 GPUs connected

by NVLink 2.0 and an Infiniband EDR interconnect. All code

was compiled with GCC 8.3.1 -O3 and CUDA 11.1. Legion5

was configured with GASNet-EX 2021.3.0 for communica-

tion.

Comparison Targets. We compare against ScaLAPACK

as provided by LAPACK on the Lassen system (version 3.9.0),

Cyclops Tensor Framework6, and the original COSMA7 im-

plementation. All systems were configured to use Open-

BLAS8 compiled with OpenMP, and (if supported) the

CuBLAS shipped with CUDA 11.1 for local BLAS operations.

Overview. To evaluate the absolute performance of our

system, we present comparisons of CPU and GPU matrix-

multiplication performance between DISTAL and existing li-

braries. We then consider several higher order tensor compu-

tations to show that our system achieves good performance

on kernels that receive less attention from researchers. These

comparisons collectively demonstrate that DISTAL achieves

high absolute performance, comparable to hand-tuned codes,

5https://gitlab.com/StanfordLegion/legion/, commit 8ca3331c5d.
6https://github.com/cyclops-community/ctf, commit 36b1f6de53
7https://github.com/eth-cscs/COSMA/, commit c7bdab95ba
8https://github.com/xianyi/OpenBLAS/, commit 37ea8702e

and that DISTAL’s abstractions generalize to optimization

of higher order tensor kernels.

7.1 Distributed Matrix-Multiplication Benchmarks

We evaluate DISTAL’s implementations of distributedmatrix-

multiplication by comparing against ScaLAPACK [11], Cy-

clops Tensor Framework (CTF) [34] and COSMA [25]. ScaLA-

PACK is a well-known library that provides a variety of dis-

tributed kernels for many common linear algebra operations.

CTF is a library for distributed tensor algebra that imple-

ments the 2.5Dmatrix multiplication algorithm of Solomonik

et al. [33]. Finally, COSMA is recent work that provides both

a theoretically optimal algorithm as well as the currently

best known dense matrix-multiplication implementation. Of

these systems, only COSMA has a GPU backend, so we re-

strict our comparison to COSMA in the GPU setting.9

For comparison, we implement all algorithms discussed in

Section 4, including the SUMMA algorithm used by ScaLA-

PACK, the 2.5D algorithm used by CTF, and the COSMA al-

gorithm. Results for CPUs and GPUs are in Figure 15. These

experiments are weak-scaled (memory per node stays con-

stant) on square matrices, where the initial problem sizes

were 8192x8192 and 20000x20000 for CPUs and GPUs re-

spectively. Initial problem sizes were chosen to be just large

enough to achieve peak utilization on a single node.

For CPUs, we find COSMA performs best with 40 ranks

per node, while ScaLAPACK and CTF perform best with 4

ranks per node. For GPUs, we run COSMA with one rank

per GPU. DISTAL’s kernels are run with one rank per node.

7.1.1 CPU Results. Figure 15a contains the CPU dis-

tributed matrix-multiplication benchmarks. At 256 nodes,

CTF and ScaLAPACK achieve at most 80% performance of

codes generated by our system and COSMA. They also ex-

perience performance variability due to effects from non-

square machine grids. COSMA and DISTAL achieve higher

performance by overlapping communication and computa-

tion more effectivelyÐour profiles show that for CPUs, it is

possible to hide nearly all communication costs with com-

putation. Since most communication costs can be hidden,

we do not find significant performance variations between

the different algorithms implemented in DISTAL, except for

Johnson’s algorithm, which experiences performance degra-

dation on processor grids that aren’t perfect cubes (we model

each CPU socket as an abstract DISTAL processor). Finally,

we see that our best schedules are within 10% of the per-

formance of COSMA on all node counts, and within 5% on

256 nodes. DISTAL has a penalty compared to COSMA be-

cause we allocate 4 CPU cores per node to Legion to perform

runtime dependence analysis and utility work.10 The line

named "COSMA (Restricted CPUs)" in Figure 15a shows that

9CTF advertises GPU support, but we were not able to successfully build it.
10The number of runtime cores is a configurable parameter. We found the

best performance with 4 cores per node.
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Figure 15. Weak-scaling results (higher is better) for matrix-multiplication. DISTAL’s kernels are prefixed with "Our" and are

denoted with filled lines. Other systems (COSMA, CTF and ScaLAPACK) are denoted with dotted lines.

COSMA achieves equal performance to DISTAL when re-

stricted to use 36 out of the 40 CPU cores, which is number of

work cores allocated to DISTAL. Although use of the Legion

runtime imposes a small cost (5-10%), we believe that this

cost is worth paying for simpler engineering and improved

programmer productivity.

7.1.2 GPU Results. Figure 15b contains the GPU dis-

tributed matrix-multiplication benchmarks. On a single node,

all of our kernels achieve twice the performance of COSMA,

and COSMA achieves 15% higher performance on 256 nodes

than DISTAL’s best performing schedule. COSMA keeps all

data in CPU memory and uses an out-of-core GEMM kernel

that pulls data into the GPU for computation with CuBLAS.

DISTAL’s kernels keep all data in GPU framebuffer memory

and communicate via NVLink, achieving near-peak utiliza-

tion on a single node11.

In contrast to the CPU experiments, we see different per-

formance characteristics between algorithms when mov-

ing to multiple nodes. The larger problem sizes required to

achieve peak GFLOP/s on a single GPU cause the compu-

tation to be evenly balanced between communication and

computation, and therefore extremely sensitive to the com-

munication costs of each algorithm.

The 2D algorithms (Cannon, SUMMA and PUMMA) per-

form well at square node counts (equaling or exceeding the

performance of COSMA), and perform worse at rectangular

node counts, similar to the variations seen with ScaLAPACK

and CTF on CPUs. This variation comes from the imbalanced

communication in the rectangular case. Within the 2D algo-

rithm family, we see that Cannon’s algorithm outperforms

11The COSMA developers did not have access to machines with NVLink

during development and thus do not include NVLink support [24]. NVLink

support for COSMA is an engineering limitation and not fundamental.

SUMMA and PUMMA as the node count increases. The dif-

ference is the systolic communication pattern enabled by

rotate that Cannon’s algorithm uses. Avoiding the collective-

style broadcasting operations and using nearest-neighbor

communication only, our schedule using Cannon’s algorithm

achieves higher performance at scale.

The 3D algorithms (Johnson’s, Solomonik’s 2.5D and

COSMA) trade communication for extra memory use, and

achieve higher performance on the non-square node counts

than their 2D counterparts. Johnson’s algorithm achieves

high performance when the number of GPUs is a perfect

cube, but for non-cubes achieves worse performance due

to over-decomposition. Our implementation of COSMA

achieves better performance than Johnson’s algorithm be-

cause it can adapt the decomposition to the machine size, but

does not equal the performance of the 2D algorithms due to

the lack of matrix-multiplication specialized broadcast and

reduction operators as in the COSMA author’s implementa-

tion. Johnson’s algorithm and our COSMA implementation

run out of memory at 32 nodes, because they replicate input

components onto multiple nodes, they exhaust the limited

GPU memory at higher node counts. The COSMA author’s

implementation use the larger CPUmemory to hold matrices.

Solomonik’s 2.5D algorithm interpolates between the 2D and

3D algorithms, using extra memory when possible to speed

up the computation. In our implementation, we utilize extra

memory on the non-square node counts, resulting in bet-

ter performance than the 2D algorithms on those processor

counts.

DISTAL’s kernels perform worse than COSMA and expe-

rience larger performance variations due to communication

costs. Legion’s DMA system is unable to achieve peak band-

width out of a node (18/25 GB/s) when data is resident in the

GPU framebuffer memory, while the system (and COSMA)

achieve near peak when data is resident in CPU memory.
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The Legion team plans to address this shortcoming in the

future.

7.2 Higher Order Tensor Benchmarks

To evaluate the generality of our system, we compare against

the Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF), which is the only

system that we know of that offers similar generality: dis-

tributed implementations of any tensor algebra operation.

We consider the following tensor expressions:

• Tensor times vector (TTV): 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) · 𝑐 (𝑘)
• Inner product (Innerprod): 𝑎 = 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ·𝐶 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘)
• Tensor times matrix (TTM): 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑙) = 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ·𝐶 (𝑘, 𝑙)
• Matricized tensor times Khatri-Rao Product (MTT-

KRP): 𝐴(𝑖, 𝑙) = 𝐵(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑘) ·𝐶 ( 𝑗, 𝑙) · 𝐷 (𝑘, 𝑙)

These operations all have real-world applications. For ex-

ample, the TTM and MTTKRP kernels are important build-

ing blocks in routines that compute Tucker and canonical

polyadic decompositions of tensors [23].

CTF decomposes arbitrary tensor operations into calls to a

distributed matrix-multiplication implementation by slicing

and reshaping the tensors. While such a strategy can im-

plement all tensor algebra operations, it cannot implement

an optimal strategy for every operation. Our approach of

generating a bespoke implementation for a target kernel

allows for development of a schedule that implements an

optimal strategy for each kernel. Our experiments show that

we outperform CTF on each higher-order tensor expression

that we consider. The tradeoff between these systems is that

CTF fully automates the distribution process, while users

must provide a schedule to distribute their computations

in DISTAL. We note that the scheduling primitives in DIS-

TAL provide a mechanism for future work to target when

automatically schedule computations for distribution.

Weak-scaling (memory per node stays constant) experi-

ments for CPUs andGPUs are shown in Figure 16. For kernels

that are bandwidth bound (TTV and innerprod), we report

results in GB/s, rather than GFLOP/s. We run CTF with 4

ranks per node, for all kernels other than innerprod, where

we found best performance at 40 ranks per node. Because

we were unable to build CTF’s GPU backend, we only report

CPU results. For each higher order kernel, we either exper-

imented with different schedules to minimize inter-node

communication (TTV, innerprod, TTM) or implemented a

known algorithm (MTTKRP [4]). Input tensors were laid

out in a row-major layout and distributed in a manner that

matched the chosen schedule or as specified by a proposed

algorithm (MTTKRP). We used the same data distributions

and distribution schedules for the CPU and GPU kernels. As

with the matrix-multiplication benchmarks, initial problem

sizes were chosen to be just large enough to achieve peak

utilization on a single node.

7.2.1 Scheduling LeafKernels. Leaf kernel performance

heavily impacts the overall performance of a distributed com-

putation. To keep the leaf kernels similar between DISTAL

and CTF, we use the same strategy as CTF on a single node

and cast the TTMandMTTKRP operations to loops ofmatrix-

multiplications. For element-wise operations (TTV and in-

nerprod), we parallelize and vectorize loops for CPUs, and

tile loops to thread blocks for GPUs. CTF aims at scalability

to large core counts rather than fully utilizing the resources

on a single node. This approach results in worse single-node

performance for the TTV, innerprod and MTTKRP bench-

marks (when casting MTTKRP to matrix-multiplications, an

element-wise reduction operation is required).

7.2.2 Results. TTV (Figure 16a). Casting the TTV oper-

ation as a sequence of matrix-multiplication operations per-

forms unnecessary communication and CTF’s performance

drops past a single node. Instead, our schedule using DISTAL

performs the operation element-wise without communica-

tion. Our GPU kernel achieves higher bandwidth than the

CPU kernel, but starts to fall off at 256 GPUs due to the

kernels’ short execution time (several milliseconds).

Innerprod (Figure 16b).The inner-product kernel is best

implemented as a node-level reduction followed by a global

reduction over all nodes, and we use this strategy in the DIS-

TAL schedule. CTF achieves good weak scaling performance

as well, but is still slower than our implementation using

DISTAL. The GPU implementation of innerprod has similar

performance characteristics as TTV.

TTM (Figure 16c). Our DISTAL schedule for TTM ex-

presses the kernel as a set of parallel matrix-multiplication

operations by distribute-ing the 𝑖 loop of the kernel. This

strategy results in no inter-node communication and both

our CPU and GPU implementations achieve high efficiency

up to 256 nodes. Instead, CTF casts the kernel as a loop of

distributed matrix-multiplications, which results in a large

drop in performance due to inter-node communication.

MTTKRP (Figure 16d). DISTAL allows for implement-

ing specialized algorithms for tensor algebra operations. We

implement the algorithm of Ballard et al. [4] that keeps the

3-tensor in place and reduces intermediate results into the

output tensor. DISTAL’s kernels fall off after 64 nodes due to

overheads of algorithms used within Legion to manage the

situation where portions of regions are replicated onto many

nodes. The Legion team plans to address this shortcoming

in the future. CTF does not achieve similar performance on

a single node, but has flat scaling behavior.

8 Related Work

Distributed Tensor Algebra. The only system that we

know of to support distributed execution of any tensor alge-

bra kernel is the Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF) [34]. CTF

casts tensor contractions into a series of distributed matrix-

multiplication operations and transposes, an approach also
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Figure 16. Weak-scaling results (higher is better) of higher order tensor computations.

used by the single-node Tensor Contraction Engine [6]. Our

approach of generating specialized kernel implementations

can lead to improvements over CTF’s interpreted approach.

Distributed algorithms for tensor algebra have drawn in-

terest from researchers, including the matrix-multiplication

algorithms in Figure 9 and algorithms for higher order tensor

algebra like MTTKRP [4]. DISTAL provides a framework to

model and generate implementations for these algorithms.

Related work in the database community has taken steps

to extend relational database engines to support distributed

linear algebra [28] and distributed tensor computations [19].

DSL Compilers. Several DSL compilers for single-node

systems have been developed, such as Halide [29], TVM [10],

Tensor Comprehensions [36], COGENT [20] and TACO [22].

Distributed Halide [15] and Tiramisu [3] support targeting

distributedmachines. Distributed Halide extends Halide with

data and computation distribution commands. DISTAL sup-

ports richer data distributions (such as broadcasting and

fixing tensor partitions) and targets tensor algebra instead

of stencil codes. Tiramisu is a polyhedral compiler that can

target distributed machines and supports scheduling com-

mands that distribute computation and communicate data.

However, these commands require more user input: users

must describe the data to communicate and the processors

involved. Recent work by Ihadadene [18] automates these

components for stencil codes. Unlike DISTAL, Tiramisu does

not have a data distribution language or a rotate command,

which limits its ability to generate some sophisticated dis-

tributed algorithms. DISTAL is the first system of this kind

to separate data and computation distributions, allowing

for expression of many existing distributed tensor algebra

algorithms, including all of the algorithms in Figure 9.

Modeling Machines and Distributing Data. Common

data distributions of arrays (such as row, column, and tiled)

were first included as directives in languages for distributed

programming (e.g., High Performance Fortran [27]). ZPL in-

troduced the idea of separately defining an abstract machine

(e.g., as a grid of processors) and a function defining a par-

titioning and mapping of data onto that machine [13]. This

approach has been adopted by Chapel [9] and extended in

Sequoia (to a hierarchical abstract machine [17]) and Legion

[5] (to allowing multiple partitions of the same data or to be

used simultaneously).

Dryden et al. [16] use a similar notation as DISTAL that

describes how each dimension of a tensor is distributed

to describe algorithms for distributed convolutional neu-

ral network training. Dryden et al. were inspired by the

FLAME [30, 31] project, which used a set notation to de-

scribe tensor distributions and redistribution of tensors into

different distributed layouts. DISTAL combines data distri-

bution descriptions with a separate computation scheduling

language to allow for expression of many distributed algo-

rithms.

Distributed Polyhedral Compilation. Amarasinghe et

al. [2] and Bondhugula [7] used polyhedral analysis to derive

communication information for computation distribution

from affine loop nests statically. Our work starts from a

higher level representation that allows for the expression of

different algorithms through scheduling, whereas such deci-

sions would need to be already present in the affine loops

targeted by these works. The analysis of Amarasinghe et

al. is fully static on a set of virtual processors, but can re-

sult in imprecise communication when mapping the virtual

processors onto the physical processors. In contrast, Bond-

hugula generates a set of runtime calls that complement the

static analysis to determine precise communication partners.

The ideas presented by Bondhugula and Amarasinghe et al.

could be used as analysis passes for an MPI-based backend

for DISTAL and are thus orthogonal to our approach.

Discussion. The critical difference between DISTAL and

prior work is the notion of specifying independently how
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computation and data are distributed in two high level lan-

guages. The separation of these two concepts allows for

flexibility in expression of different algorithms and adaptabil-

ity when integrating with existing codesÐcode can shape to

data so that data may stay at rest. Additionally, our combined

static-dynamic approach allows for expression of complex

communication patterns and data distributions statically,

while discharging lower level data movement operations to

a runtime system. This design decision allows us to avoid

complicated and, in some cases, brittle analyses used by fully

static approaches.

9 Future Work

We see many interesting avenues of future work from DIS-

TAL. One such avenue is DISTAL’s potential applications

in training and evaluating distributed deep learning models,

where DISTAL can be used to generate distributed kernels

for stages in the model. As DISTAL allows for separation of

both data and computation distribution, these parameters

could be included in search-based approaches to deep learn-

ing model distribution. Another avenue is auto-scheduling

and auto-formatting frameworks for DISTAL. Currently, DIS-

TAL is a useful productivity tool allowing for application

developers to develop code at a high level while performance

engineers can optimize the mapping without changing appli-

cation code. With automatic schedule and format selection,

application developers could independently achieve high

performance and allow performance engineers to optimize

further when an automatic schedule is insufficient. A third

avenue of future work that we are currently undertaking is

to is to extend DISTAL with support for sparse tensors. The

envisioned system would enable users to create distributed

implementations of any desired tensor computation with

any set of tensor formats.

10 Conclusion

We have introduced DISTAL, a compiler for dense tensor al-

gebra that targets modern, heterogeneous machines. DISTAL

allows for independent specifications of desired computa-

tion, data distribution, and computation distribution. The

combination of data distribution and computation distribu-

tion allows for expression of widely known algorithms and

optimization of higher order tensor kernels. DISTAL gener-

ates code competitive with hand-optimized implementations

of matrix-multiplication and outperforms existing systems

on higher order tensor kernels by between 1.8x and 3.7x.
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